
 
 

KNAPP ENGINEERING: A recognized Leader in the Control Automation Industry 
 
We, at Knapp Engineering, take pride in being a recognized leader in control automation and industrial 
engineering. We understand the pivotal role that innovative engineering plays in driving operational 
efficiency and success. That is why we are excited to share how our expertise can bring transformative 
solutions to your projects and organizational demands. 
 

 
 

Why Choose Knapp Engineering? 
 

COMPREHENSIVE AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS: Our team specializes in providing end-to-end automation 
solutions tailored to your specific needs. From conceptualization to implementation, we offer a 
comprehensive collection of services to optimize your process and enhance productivity. 
 
PROVEN TRACK RECORD: With an impressive history of successful projects spanning various industries, 
we take pride in our proven track record. We approach each new project and assignment with 
confidence, proficiency, and consideration to ensure our clients meet their unique needs. Our 
customers, contractors, and vendors alike consistently commend us for our commitment to quality, 
reliability, and the successful delivery of projects in a timely fashion and within budget. But don’t just 
take our word for it – take a look at what some of our customers have to say about Knapp Engineering: 
 

[CLICK HERE TO VIEW OUR TESTIMONIALS] 
 
CUTTING-EDGE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS & TECHNOLOGY: Our engineering and service expertise 
extends beyond the ordinary. We leverage the latest advancements in automation engineering, with the 
highest quality controls, materials, and tools to implement solutions that are not only efficient but also 
at the forefront of technology. We cater our approach, designs, training, and service to meet the 
inimitable demands of each customer. 
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INNOVATIVE THINKING: At Knapp Engineering, innovation is not just a buzzword that is thrown around 
carelessly; it is a core value. We continuously invest in research, education, and development to ensure 
our clients benefit from the latest technologies, most efficient approaches, and stay ahead in today’s 
rapidly evolving business landscape. We employ a team of experts that bring quality, knowledge, and 
solutions to every endeavor put before them, ensuring effective and streamlined processes for all our 
clientele.  
 

[GET TO KNOW THE KNAPP ENGINEERING TEAM] 
 

Let’s Talk! 
 

We would love an opportunity to discuss how Knapp Engineering can contribute to the success of your 
projects and organization. Let’s schedule a brief meeting or call at your convenience.  
 

[CLICK HERE TO CONTACT ONE OF OUR ENGINEERS NOW!] 
 
During this time, we would be delighted to provide a detailed overview of our capabilities and explore 
potential collaborative opportunities. 
 
Thank you for considering Knapp Engineering as your partner in automation control and industrial 
engineering. We look forward to the possibility of working together to elevate your operations and take 
your future projects to the next level! 
 
 
 

 
Phone 203.758.3503  Fax 203.758.0554 

Web www.knappengineering.com   
Email sales@knappengineering.com 
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